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• Regional government body 

• Serves more than 1.5M people in three 
counties & 24 cities of greater Portland

• Focuses on region-wide planning and 
coordination

What is Metro?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ll start with some high-level context, from the agency level down to the program level, to individual grants.Metro is a regional planning agency that manages land use and transportation planning, zoo and performing arts venues, convention center, system of parks and natural areas, and relevant to today: we oversee the garbage and recycling system.
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• Complex public-private system

• 2030 Regional Waste Plan

Managing & improving the solid 
waste system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Metro has distinct responsibilities and broad authority under state law to manage the solid waste system.  Cities and counties within the region have authority over waste collection.  Waste service delivery is primarily through a series of private collection franchises operated by cities/counties.There are 2 public transfer stations (operated by Metro) + 4 private transfer stationsPublic household hazardous waste and paint recycling programsEverything else is privately owned–  including MRF, compost facilities and nonprofit organizations involved in waste prevention and product reuse/repair.In 2018 Metro adopted the 2030 RWP, which is the blueprint for how the system will be managed for the next decade, including priorities and actions in coordination with local jurisdictions and other partners.The plan encourages tactics to reduce waste and make better use of waste, applying a life cycle perspective for products.  
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40 equity-focused actions addressing:

• Share of solid waste system dollars

• Jobs (wages, benefits, representation)

• Access to high quality services

• Impacts from system

• Civic engagement and leadership

Regional Waste Plan equity actions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The RWP calls for leading with equity, recognizing that there is a long history of exclusionary and discriminatory policies in our region that has led to systemic inequities.  These include:Lack of diversity in workforce, except in lowest paying jobsBarriers to participation for minority-owned and women-owned small businessesBarriers to accessing information, education, and HHW servicesPOC own few of the businesses that run our regional system. The RWP seeks to address these systemic inequities by incorporating 40 equity actions, developed through extensive community involvement
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Reduce environmental and human 
health impacts from products 

Advance racial equity

I&I grant program goals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I&I grant program was established as one of a number of tools to help advance both environmental and equity goals of the RWP.
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• Three year pilot, launched in 2018

I&I grant program history

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Grant program focused on the private sector– funds private businesses and nonprofitsIn addition to being a key tool for meeting some of the goals of the RWP, the program grew out of requests Metro received from businesses and organizations wanting to improve the system, but Metro didn’t have a way to fund those efforts. Developed a 3-year pilot grant program in 2018 to provide a competitive funding opportunity for the private sector.
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Program grants: $10,000 to $75,000

• Personnel, operations and equipment

Capital grants: $50,000 to $750,000

• Equipment and facility infrastructure 

I&I grant types

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I will give some examples of both types of grants
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• Funding ranged from $3M 
(yr1), $6M (yr2), $500K (yr3)

• Received 146 proposals 
totaling over $30.5 million for 
$9.5 million available

Funding & response
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• Application questions & review criteria 

• Resources for applicants: info sessions, staff 
support, equity “prompts”

• Allowed equity assessments, training as an 
eligible grant cost

Incorporating equity into I&I 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looked at all elements of the program to see where we can interject equity
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• Funding businesses or organizations owned by or 
directly serving BIPOC communities

• Capacity building, jobs

• Expanded services

• Increasing capacity of businesses and 
organizations to advance equity at work  

Equity impacts so far

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2021 evaluation of the pilot– looking at how we did at advancing both the environmental and equity goals of the programIdentified several “buckets” of how equity showed up in the grants.I’ll give some examples in the next few slides



Add caption here if needed.

City of Roses Disposal & Recycling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Increasing economic benefits to historically marginalized communitiesCapital investments at one of the few Black-owned businesses in the solid waste industry. COR is a Benefits corporation that prioritizes hiring staff from underserved communities in the area.2 grants, over $850K went to this company.  Grant associated with creating 13 new living-wage jobs with benefits, and their 2019 grant still in progress will create more jobs.



Earth Advantage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another example of increasing economic benefits= capacity buildingPortland has an ordinance requiring older buildings to be hand-disassembled through Deconstruction, rather than demolition, and this is an area of growing opportunity for both environmental benefits and jobs. BIPOC-owned firms have not been as competitive in the sector. Earth Advantage partnered with regional experts on deconstruction to provide technical support to 5 new entrants to the industry, 4 of which were BIPOC owned and the last demonstrated a strong commitment to providing job opportunities for those with employment challenges.On-the-job training in competitive bidding, project and materials management, and preparing commercial and residential spaces for remodel. Better able to compete. Another grant (2020) is taking these firms to the next level by helping them develop systems to evaluate, sort, sell materials they recover—additional income streams and keeping materials out of landfill.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nonprofit organization that rescues nutritious, edible food from grocery stores, restaurants, corporate campuses, and distributes through a series of partnerships to people experiencing or at risk of experiencing hunger.-  Over 65% of their program participants identify as POC, many do not speak or read English2018= Scale up food rescue/redistribution—more than 1 million additional pounds of food, 19% increase over prior year.  Piloted partnership with Door Dash2019 (underway)= Adding an evening shift to scale up operations even further—critical in pandemic with so much needUG is undergoing a process with Resolutions NW to be more culturally responsive to the people it serves.  Ambassador Board including POC as founding members to infuse equity into its services and workforce.



14Hygiene 4 All

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Area where we reached beyond our “usual players” to partner with organizations directly serving marginalized communities.An example of a new grantee directly serving underserved populations:  H4ACommunity- led and run “Hygiene Hub” that provides sanitation and safety services for houseless PortlandersA 2020 I&I grant is funding a pilot project for a laundry exchange, where patrons can bring soiled clothing and bedding, which volunteers will launder for redistribution back into the community. This keeps those textiles in circulation rather than becoming garbage.  
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Nonprofit applicants and program grants 
demonstrated strongest equity outcomes

Capital grant applicants struggled to 
incorporate equity, with notable exceptions

Disparate levels of impact

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not all grants succeeded in demonstrating meaningful equity impact.Evaluation of the pilot revealed…
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of our local MRFs applied for grant to install recycling sorting robots– first in our region.  Straightforward equipment purchase– on its face, not obvious equity impacts.Challenged us to look deeper– e.g., could the applicant commit to hiring a certified minority-owned firm for the installation of the equipment?  Could the grant include a requirement for equity training or assessment as a contingent of getting the funding, to at least help the company begin or advance their equity journey?  
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• Application & application process

• Grant review criteria

• Grant review committee

• Continual learning

Additional opportunities for equity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Currently revisiting the grant program guidelines and funding priorities to see where we can do more to advance racial equity through this program. Wrestling with some challenging questions, includingApplication= Who is applying/ not applying, why not? Are there barriers (other languages? Video application?)2. Criteria= are they the best ones to evaluate equity impacts?  Who decides?Committee= who is on it?  How are members supported/engaged? How are decisions made?Learning= can we assessments and trainings to help move our grant applicants and recipients further along in equity journeys?
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